LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

Seamlessly
Manage your
Crisis Negotiations

Intrepid Negotiate is a web-based
platform that empowers negotiation
teams to manage subjects and
hostages from a single source
efficiently. Smartly organize all data
during the negotiation and streamline
intelligence gathering for your analysts.
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Eliminate sticky notes and whiteboards!
Manage your suspect and hostage profiles
electronically. Assign, Manage, and Verify all intel
requests to build robust subject profiles and manage
suspect demands, hooks and triggers from one pane
of glass. Integrated Personnel Matrix, Location, and
Contact Lists enhance the solution.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

Robust Subject Profile
Build robust suspect profiles by combining all
intelligence into one easy-to-read dashboard.
Capture patterns of life, hooks and triggers, health,
firearm history, and criminal background.
Incorporate social media, photos, videos, and
other media to extend the profile.

This platform streamlines our crisis
negotiations and dramatically improved
the way we conduct operations.
– ORLANDO POLICE DEPT. CNT LIEUTENANT

Manage Intel Requests
The Negotiate Requests dashboard enables CNT supervisors to quickly
and efficiently manage all analysis intel requests. The Intel gathering team
can be on-site or remotely using this platform.
ASSIGN REQUESTS

MANAGE REQUESTS

Start new requests with just a
single click. Assign an analyst,
add photos, videos, notes,
and define the priority. The
platform automatically notifies
the analyst of the request.

Manage all intel requests
quickly and efficiently on
one screen. Supervisors get
automatic notification of
request status changes.

Additional
Features

VERIFY REQUESTS
Completed requests are not
shared within the profile until
the supervisor verifies the
information. Once populated,
all analysts are updated
simultaneously.

LOCATION
View live geographic detail of the incident: Select Map, Satellite,
or street views. Attach additional notes or videos to that location.

PERSONNEL MATRIX
Manage all personnel and roles info assigned to the operation.

LOG
Time record of every action performed in the system for after-action reporting.
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